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JUST ADDED

Tue 2nd

8:00am

Saint

Petersburg

RMB

SUMMER

INTENSIVE

2024

Russian

Masters Ballet

Russian

Masters Ballet

- world

reference in

ballet

intensives

Officially

licensed by

Vaganova

Academy This

summer

Russian

Masters Ballet

also intensives

in: - St.

Petersburg

(Russia) - 30

June - 21

July, 2024 -

Alicante

(Spain) 7 - 28

July, 2024 -

Burgas

(Bulgaria) 28

July - 18

August, 2024

St. Petersburg

edition of

Russian

Masters

intensives

takes

students to

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing

the dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

energy." This

energy is

believed to be

a source of

vitality,

creativity, and

spiritual

awareness. It

promotes

physical

fitness,

mental well-

being, and a

deeper

understanding

 

10:00am

Open Level

Ballet

Dance

Matters NYC

Affordable

Class Series

at Dance

Matters NYC

Class prices

starting at

$13/class,

with packages

available!

Open Level

Ballet -

Tuesdays at

10am /

Thursdays at

11:30am

Whether you

are a former

dancer

looking to

move again,

or a

professional

in the

industry,

Open Level

Ballet offers a

nurturing and

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing

the dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

 

2:30pm

Time

Capsule

Project

I Art

Colloborative,

inc.

Our Mission is

to empower

our

participating

artists to

become the

next

generation of

creative

leaders in the

theatrical

industry both

in New York

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

 

6:00pm

Kathak (Indian

Classical

Dance)

Classes in NYC

Archana Arts

ARCHANA

ARTS &

 

7:00pm

Cats:

"The

Jellicle Ball" 

Wed 3rd

8:00am

Saint

Petersburg RMB

SUMMER

INTENSIVE 2024

Russian Masters

Ballet

Russian Masters

Ballet - world

reference in

ballet intensives

Officially

licensed by

Vaganova

Academy This

summer Russian

Masters Ballet

also intensives

in: - St.

Petersburg

(Russia) - 30

June - 21 July,

2024 - Alicante

(Spain) 7 - 28

July, 2024 -

Burgas (Bulgaria)

28 July - 18

August, 2024

St. Petersburg

edition of

Russian Masters

intensives takes

students to

classes of the

historical

facilities…

 

9:00am

Bharatanatyam &

Kathak Private

Lessons

Sukanya Burman

Dance

Advance your

training in Indian

Classical dance

from anywhere

with remote

private lessons

offered by

Sukanya

Burman, a

seasoned

professional

dancer and

choreographer.

Specializing in

Bharatanatyam

and Kathak,

Sukanya brings a

wealth of

knowledge and

expertise directly

to you. About

Sukanya

Burman:

Sukanya

Burman, the

founder and

Artistic Director

of Sukanya

Burman Dance,

is now offering

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form of

yoga that can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant energy

at the base of

the spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

energy." This

energy is

believed to be a

source of vitality,

creativity, and

spiritual

awareness. It

promotes

physical fitness,

mental well-

being, and a

 

9:30am

July

Physical

Listening LABs

The Equus

Projects / OnSite

NYC

Join us for

Physical

Listening LABs

in July every

Wednesday from

9.30 am - 12.30

pm with JoAnna

Mendl Shaw of

The Equus

Projects / Onsite

NYC.  Dates:

7/3, 7/10, 7/17,

7/24, 7/31  

Embodied

Explorations for

Curious

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form of

yoga that can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant energy

at the base of

the spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

 

2:00pm

Cats:

"The

Jellicle

Ball"

Perelman

Performing Arts

Center (PAC

NYC)

Cats: "The

Jellicle Ball" is

a radical

reimagining of

Andrew Lloyd

Webber’s iconic

dance musical

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form of

yoga that can be

 

6:00pm

Adult

Ballet

Summer 

Thu 4th

8:00am

Saint

Petersburg

RMB SUMMER

INTENSIVE

2024

Russian

Masters Ballet

Russian

Masters Ballet

- world

reference in

ballet

intensives

Officially

licensed by

Vaganova

Academy This

summer

Russian

Masters Ballet

also intensives

in: - St.

Petersburg

(Russia) - 30

June - 21 July,

2024 -

Alicante

(Spain) 7 - 28

July, 2024 -

Burgas

(Bulgaria) 28

July - 18

August, 2024

St. Petersburg

edition of

Russian

Masters

intensives

takes students

to classes of

the historical

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

energy." This

energy is

believed to be

a source of

vitality,

creativity, and

spiritual

awareness. It

promotes

physical

fitness, mental

well-being, and

a deeper

understanding

of the

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

energy." This

energy is

believed to be

a source of

vitality,

creativity, and

spiritual

awareness. It

promotes

 

11:30am

Open

Level Ballet

Dance Matters

NYC

Affordable

Class Series at

Dance Matters

NYC Class

prices starting

at $13/class,

with packages

available! Open

Level Ballet -

Tuesdays at

10am /

Thursdays at

11:30am

Whether you

are a former

dancer looking

to move again,

or a

professional in

the industry,

Open Level

Ballet offers a

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

 

6:00pm

Line

dance

classes

Orisha

Wholeness

If you have

never line

danced before

or just started

line dancing,

this class is for

you.  Some of

the latest

beginner soul

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

 

Fri 5th

8:00am

Saint Petersburg RMB SUMMER INTENSIVE 2024

Russian Masters Ballet

Russian Masters Ballet - world reference in ballet intensives Officially

licensed by Vaganova Academy This summer Russian Masters Ballet

also intensives in: - St. Petersburg (Russia) - 30 June - 21 July, 2024 - Alicante

(Spain) 7 - 28 July, 2024 - Burgas (Bulgaria) 28 July - 18 August, 2024 St.

Petersburg edition of Russian Masters intensives takes students to classes of the

historical facilities…

 

9:00am

Bharatanatyam & Kathak Private Lessons

Sukanya Burman Dance

Advance your training in Indian Classical dance from anywhere with

remote private lessons offered by Sukanya Burman, a seasoned

professional dancer and choreographer. Specializing in Bharatanatyam and

Kathak, Sukanya brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise directly to you. About

Sukanya Burman: Sukanya Burman, the founder and Artistic Director of Sukanya

Burman Dance, is now offering private lessons…

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at the base

of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection between…

 

3:00pm

Time Capsule Project

I Art Colloborative, inc.

Our Mission is to empower our participating artists to become the next

generation of creative leaders in the theatrical industry both in New York

and Japan.  We provide an intimate, supportive network and a creative space that

will serve to inspire and entertain our audiences.

 

6:00pm

Adult Ballet Summer Intensive

New York Theatre Ballet School

Registration is open for NYTB School's Adult Ballet Summer

Intensive! Held over 3 weeks in July, the program offers ballet and

modern classes plus repertory culminating in a performance demonstration on

the last day. Learning repertory gives you the opportunity to put all that classroom

language to use in a performance – a rare opportunity for the adult student!

Students may attend one, two, or…

 

6:10pm

Cuban Salsa Classes NYC- Friday Night

Salsa Sabrosa School

Salsa Classes for all levels! 6:10 pm - 7:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 1 6:10

pm - 7:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 3 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa

Level 2 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 4 8:10 pm - 11:00 pm: Timba Night

(Social Dance) #Before stepping into the next level, make sure you ask your

teacher if he/she thinks you’re ready for it #To book the class go to booking. #We

strongly advise coming…

 

7:00pm

Time Capsule Project

I Art Colloborative, inc.

Our Mission is to empower our participating artists to become the next

generation of creative leaders in the theatrical industry both in New York 
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7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form

of yoga that

can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing

the dormant

energy at the

base of the

spine, often

referred to as

"kundalini

energy." This

energy is

believed to be

a source of

vitality,

creativity, and

spiritual

 

7:30pm

Absolute

Beginners

Workshop

Flamenco

NYC

Absolute

Beginners is

the ideal

workshop to

start dancing

flamenco. We

will cover and

practice all

basic aspects

for students

without prior

flamenco

dance

experience.

Classes will

focus on

strong

 

 

6:10pm

Cuban

Salsa

Classes

NYC-

Wednesday Night

Salsa Sabrosa

School

Salsa Classes for

all levels! 6:10

pm - 7:10 pm:

Technique Class

7:10 pm - 8:10

pm: Cuban Salsa

Level 1 7:10 pm -

8:10 pm: Cuban

Salsa Level 3

8:10 pm - 9:10

pm: Footwork &

Styling! 8:10 pm

- 9:10 pm:

Cuban Salsa

Level 2 #Before

stepping into the

next level, make

sure you ask

your teacher if

he/she thinks

you’re ready for

it #To book the

class go

 

7:00pm

Time

Capsule

Project

I Art

Colloborative,

inc.

Our Mission is to

empower our

participating

artists to

become the next

generation of

creative leaders

in the theatrical

industry both in

New York and

Japan.  We

provide an

intimate,

supportive

network and a

creative space

that will serve to

inspire and

entertain our

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga

and Meditation

RA MA Yoga

New York

A unique and

powerful form of

yoga that can be

particularly

beneficial for

dancers. It

focuses on

activating and

harnessing the

dormant energy

at the base of

the spine, often

 

7:30pm

Absolute

Beginners

Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute

Beginners is the

ideal workshop

to start dancing

flamenco. We

will cover and

 

8:00pm

Cats:

"The

Jellicle

Ball"

Perelman

Performing Arts

Center (PAC

NYC)

 

 

8:00pm

Timba Night (Social Dance)

Salsa Sabrosa School

Social dance is when all levels gather together! Be ready for a night of

100% full Timba music! Commonly called Cuban Salsa ???. It does not

matter if you just started or if you’re an expert on the dance floor, everyone is

welcome ?! Let’s gather to dance with one another and share our love for

dancing!? � ️ Every Friday, from 8 pm to 11 pm. ?Price: $10 (Venmo: Salsa_Sabrosa)

If you attended…

 

8:00pm

Cats: "The Jellicle Ball"

Perelman Performing Arts Center (PAC NYC)

Cats: "The Jellicle Ball" is a radical reimagining of Andrew Lloyd

Webber’s iconic dance musical based on T. S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s Book

of Practical Cats. It's now inspired by the Ballroom culture that roared out of New

York City over 50 years ago and still rages around the world. Staged as a

spectacularly immersive competition by Zhailon Levingston and PAC NYC Artistic

Director Bill Rauch,…

 

8:00pm

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in

Mpumalanga|Nelspruit|Gauteng|Johannesburg|Pretoria|Limpopo|Polokwane|Northwest|

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in South Africa Gauteng

Profabraham

Traditional Healer in Zambia. Traditional healers in Zambia are consulted by

people in communities for health problems such as Malaria, Tuberculosis, HIV and

AIDS, mental health, and many others. Mutumwa Nchimi practitioners in Zambia

today are neotraditional healers who specialize in the diagnosis and curing of

illnesses and misfortunes allegedly caused by wizardry (buloshi). In this category,…

 

8:00pm

Embroidery Digitizing Service

Absolute Digitizing

Absolute Digitizing offers excellent quality embroidery digitizing service

and vector conversion at rock bottom prices. We have an amazing team

of talented digitizers and vector artists who only know to produce the best quality.

Order now and get your complete files ready for production in less than one day.

 

8:00pm

RUSSIAN MASTERS BALLET CAMP - official course of Vaganova Academy

Russian Masters Ballet

Official Course of Vaganova Academy Intensive training in classical

dance based on the original didactics of the Vaganova school of Saint

Petersburg. The course offers a comprehensive curriculum developed by the most

emblematic representatives of the best institution in the field of professional

ballet.
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